Wiring diagram for neutral safety switch gm

You might be a service technician who wants to search for referrals or address existing issues.
Whatever you are, we aim to bring the material that matches just what you are searching for.
You could come from a search engine, then find this web site. This subject is a lot of people
searching on the internet, for that reason we accumulate photos from numerous reliable
resources and recognize in their area. The outcomes of the aggregation are posted on this
internet site. Right here are some of the top drawings we obtain from numerous resources, we
wish these images will certainly be useful to you, and also ideally really appropriate to just what
you want concerning the Gm Neutral Safety Switch Wiring Diagram is. This picture we have
filteringed system from great create the best picture, yet just what do you assume? We intend to
make a site helpful for many individuals. If the image over is not very clear, please click the
picture you wish to enlarge, then you will certainly be required to one more web page to show a
clearer as well as bigger image, you will additionally be presented details from gambvar. Below
this website there is additionally a Gm Neutral Safety Switch Wiring Diagram picture gallery, if
the photo over is not nearly enough for you. Tags: gm column neutral safety switch wiring
diagram gm neutral safety switch wiring diagram. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. The
Jalopy Journal. Terms of Service. Privacy Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register
now to get rid of these ads! The H. Tags: aftermarket wiring. Rewiring my 41 Merc SBC. Wiring
neutral safety switch got my self confused somehow. Yellow wire comes from plug on column
into the yellow on the NSS plug. The new white plug comes with the purple wire that goes out to
solenoid. The plugs from the bone yard have the yellow lead from plug to NSS pulled from an
old 70s Chevy truck. The new plug has the purple ign wire from the starter. I'm using the Truck
plugs because it has tracer wires and the new doesn't. I have the NSS lead from the solenoid to
the NSS but can't figure out how to get the ign switch from the solenoid that is currently in the
new plug to the NSS or to the truck plug. I don't know it I can splice into it. Any help on this
would be greatly appreciated, the kit I bought from Summit is Procomp that had very little
instructions and missing parts that it said should be in there. I called their support line and they
said the parts shouldn't be in it that they were misprints. The kit is based off of a GM, which is
what I am wiring. JPG File size: The NSS is just a switch that goes inline between the crank wire
at the ignition switch to the S terminal on the starter. It is as simple as that, just figure out your
crank wire at the ignition switch. Don't get hung up on wire colors While the aftermarket
generally tries to 'match' OEM colors, the color doesn't matter. The neutral safety switch should
have four wires coming off it; two are for the neutral switch, the other two are for backup lights
if present. To figure out which are which, shift the column into park or neutral and the two wires
that have continuity between them are the leads to the neutral switch which will be closed. The
switch should be open in any other position. Run the 'start' wire from the ignition switch to the
solenoid through the switch and you're done. Crazy Steve , Feb 2, Purple is the color of the wire
from the Solenoid start terminal on the ignition switch, to the S terminal on the starter solenoid.
But since you seem to want to do something with a yellow wire, it appears that you connect the
yellow wire to the S terminal on the ignition switch, and to one side of the NSS. The purple wire
goes from the other side of the NSS to the starter S terminal. The colors don't matter Then from
the other side of the NSS, to the starter S terminal. It's pretty simple, I hope you can figure it out.
The yellow wire I know color doesnt matter goes straight to the yellow side of the NSS this was
in the vehicle I pulled it out of, I never cut the harness. My problem is that originally the ign
wiring called for me to put the ign switch from the solenoid into the plug where the junkyard
plug has the yellow existing wire. Do I splice it in on the yellow maybe? Looks like your
attempting to some how wire the switches in parallel 2 wires to S term of solenoid , which is
wrong they go in series as Squirrel mentioned above. That's it. If there is confusion about which
wire is which use a multi-meter if you have one. The NSS will be closed with 0 ohms across the
two leads only when in neutral or park. Otherwise it will be open and read no ohms. Once you
have the wires figured out wire them as described above. Posted using the Full Custom H.
Jalopy Joker , Feb 2, Find hot in "crank position" or start. From there wire goes to NSS. From
NSS to "S" terminal on starter. I'd have to dig out my mid 70's truck wiring diagram but the color
code on Here this matches my 77 1 ton. I borrowed it from this page. Mr48chev , Feb 2, Thanks I
will check these out tonight or in the morning. This attached picture is about the extent of my
instructions that came with it. The other 2 are dodge and ford. Nothing like easy wire or
American Autowire that I have dealt with before. I had to go cheaper because of funds but I
never will again. Also what confused me is the I on the solenoid said most models didn't use it
anymore after HEI came into effect. Well that doesn't say squat about installing the neutral
safety switch but you already know that. Going back to your yellow wire Purple thing. I stuck my
head under the dash of my 77 1 ton and couldn't get a good look at the wiring on the switch and
someone took the clutch safety switch out years ago it appears. This diagram should match
your switch and according to it the purple wire is the solenoid wire that should run to the safety

switch. Mr48chev , Feb 3, Sorry I've not been ignoring this. Flare-up of Rhuematoid Arthritis has
got me sidelined right now. Hopefully I can get back at it soon. Kind of hard turning wrenches,
crimping wires, and climbing around in under and around a car when your hands and wrists are
swollen up. I'd love to get it done as soon as possible. Warm weather is coming soon and aid
like to be able to drive it when health allows. I've already decided that after the wiring is done,
everything except small items, I will send it out to be worked on. Makes me sad because it was a
way to relax and enjoy myself now little jobs take me months to get done. I will repost on this
once I get back out and start to wire it again. Go hit up the local trade school for some young
help. Pretty simple actually if I can do it.. Purple wire is right from the "start" terminal of my
ignition switch to the "S" terminal on the solenoid. You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?
Atomic Industry Our Affiliate Link Policy. Twitter Instagram. Tech Center. Our Dealers. About
Us. Car Show See More. When you set up your linkage, start with the column and transmission
in neutral. This will give you a central location to start from, allowing you to split any variation in
the low gear and park detents. Our polisher is always proud of this question. By removing the
two bolts from the bottom side of the column drop, the drop will split apart at the center of the
hole. The split is nearly invisible. Click Here to view our column drop diagram. Many of our
Retrofit columns come with a neutral safety switch however, our Universal columns do not. A
transmission mounted neutral safety switch is one alternative. A column-mounted switch can
be added to your column, but the location of the switch must be determined before purchasing.
Additional charges will apply. The switch must be attached to the column. Some machining is
required and must be done by ididit. Installing your own neutral safety switch to the column will
void any warranty. We need to know the distance from the top outer housing of the column, as
well as the exact position for rotation on a clock face. Be sure to determine these
measurements as if you were sitting in the vehicle 3 o'clock is towards the passenger. Standard
labor charges will apply. The top shaft of most ididit columns is the same size as the or newer
GM passenger car column pre-air bag. This is also the most popular adaptor used in the
aftermarket industry. All ididit adaptors will match this spline. Ford style ididit columns have a
Ford top shaft and will require an adaptor for the same year as your application. Use of a
different year will result in damage to the turn signal switch. We also carry a horn kit to adapt
most stock GM wheels to your ididit column. Click here for more information. Once those pieces
are powder coated and sent back to ididit, they will then be assembled to your column and the
finished product is sent back to you. By having us do the final assembly, your warranty will be
fully intact. This column will be considered "custom" so additional charges may apply, please
call us for details. In order to prevent rusting, all raw steel columns are wiped down with WD
before leaving our facility. Use a non-abrasive cloth or other material to remove the WD Please
note: our paintable steel columns are made from a mild steel material and can rust without
proper primer and paint. It is important that the column is fully supported at both ends. We
recommend using 2 pieces of 2x6 board 12 inches long so the column can be rotated safely
while having both ends supported. When masking your column, it is necessary to close off the
top of the column, but masking off the tilt and turn signal holes is not. Some people prefer to
tuck a piece of paper behind the holes, but once again it is not completely necessary. We do
recommend removing the grommet wire and then taping off the rest of the wires that exit the
tube. If painting a tilt column be sure the black primer inside the column is still visible when
tilted. This portion of the column is pre-primed at our shop due to the possibility of oxidation
from moisture seeping in. Also, make sure you tilt the column each way in order to catch any
missed spots. Painting the inside is not necessary. In fact we recommend that you do not paint
the inside of the column as the turn signal contacts could be affect by doing so. The inside of
the column has already been protected with a rust inhibitor. The above instructions explain how
to paint your column without disassembly. When you disassemble your column you void any
warranty that ididit offers. If you have already dissembled your column, please call us
immediately so we can give you a return authorization number. Send your column back to ididit
so it can be reassembled in order to keep the warranty valid. If you have any questions
regarding this, please give us a call. Yes, the horn requires a ground in order to work. Normally
the underdash or floor mount will provide an adequate ground but, that is not always true with a
fiberglass car. In that case, you can run a ground wire to one of your mounts to secure a
grounding connection. By filling out our Custom Column Form you will be providing us with all
the valuable information we need to make your custom column fit your specific application.
Simply click on the link below to open the pdf form for the column you want, and save the file.
Open the saved file and fill out the form fields accordingly. Once you're done, you can use the
email button to email the form directly to IDIDIT or you can simply print it out and fax it over to

us. Please note that custom charges may apply when creating a custom column. Have you ever
wondered why there is no neutral safety switch on our Universal Series columns with a shifter?
You would want that switch located in one position whereas the guy with the Ford pickup will
need it located in a different position. Not to worry, we have the solution! If you want a neutral
safety switch on your column all you need to do is some simple measuring and tell us where it
needs to be. We can then build your column with the switch mounted to your specs. Hook the
solenoid wire from the ignition switch to the top tab on the right side of the NSS. Connect a wire
from the bottom tab to the starter solenoid marked with the letter "S". One tab goes to a fuse
that is hot all the time. The other tab goes to the back-up lights. If no back-up lights are to be
used, disregard these directions and do not hook any wires to either tab. If you remove the
switch to paint the column, you may have to adjust it so it will only start in park and neutral
again. If they are not securely installed, the lower shift lever may vibrate loose, allowing it to fall
off the column. This quick and easy step of synchronizing your ididit Steering Column is often
times overlooked and should be done before placing your steering wheel and adaptor onto your
column for final assembly. If you look at the top portion of your ididit steering column you will
see that the shaft extends further than the length of the column and protrudes through the
center of the white Horn Cam, which sits above the top of the column sleeve. The Horn Cam not
only acts as the mechanism for your horn, but it? In order for your turn signals to cancel
properly the Horn Cam needs to be in the correct position. To do this, check to verify that your
driving wheels are pointed straight and your steering column is connected properly to your box
or rack. With your thumb and index finger turn the horn cam until the horn tube the white tube
that sticks up is at the position. Now that the Horn Cam is properly aligned your turn signals will
cancel like they should and you can now complete the installation of your steering wheel and
adaptor. Ok, you've run the wires for your turn signals and connected power to the fuse panel.
You've plugged the column into your harness and then you turn on your left or right turn signal
to find that all the turn signal lights light up at the same time. What's up with that??? More often
than not the issue will be one of two things, we'll start with the easy one first. Check to make
sure that your 4-way flasher knob is pulled all the way out. If it is even partially engaged you can
get some weird things happening. If your 4-way flasher knob is not the issue we'll look at option
2. Most older cars have dual element bulbs at all four corners. Turn on the lights and they light
up. Turn on the turn signals or step on the brake rear lights only and they light up brighter. This
is assuming of course that your wiring is hooked up correctly. What happens if the wires
running to those lights are crisscrossed? Power feeds back through the headlight switch and
out to all four of those lights. The tricky part is that it could be any of the four, so you'll have
some checking to do. Luckily, it is simple enough to check with a test light. Once you've found
the offending wire socket you should be able to reverse the wires and your problem will be
solved. If you have any questions feel free to give us a call or email us and we'll be happy to
help. Click on diagram to enlarge. Our part will work on the Impala and Chevelle not the
SuperSport as well as the Nova wheel as these wheels have a different diameter. As we identify
others we will be sure to keep you updated. Use of a different year wheel WILL result in damage
to the turn signal switch! The stock steering wheel will bolt directly to the top of an ididit
steering column with no additional accessories or modifications. This wire, no matter what
anyone says otherwise should NEVER be hooked to anything other than the negative side of the
horn relay. If this wire gets any type of power, your column could potentially short out and
cause major damage to your vehicle. We urge you to read all instructions prior to installation.
Original Camaro floor shift columns came with a neutral safety switch. When installing your new
ididit Camaro tilt floor shift column, you will need to relocate the neutral safety switch to the
transmission. If you have any questions regarding this please give us a call! This poses a slight
problem. If you are faced with this issue, when ordering your ididit column simply give us a call
or let your dealer know that you will need a column that is 2 inches longer and the added length
will give you all the room you need to clear the tachometer. The mount has a strong clamp that
secures the mount to the column and if you tighten it too much there is a good chance you
could deform your column. It is especially important if you have a column shift column as it will
affect the shifting mechanism inside the column. If you are having difficulty getting into any
gear, your floor mount is too tight. Our advice is to make sure the clamp is snug, but not too
tight. Defining the type of golf cart you are working on is important when ordering your column.
If you have a gas powered cart the horn can be used as it originally came, on the floor or
connected to the steering column. If you have an electric cart there is a grounding issue that
will need to be dealt with as an electric cart has no isolated ground. Your ididit column needs an
isolated ground in order for the horn button to work. We have a simple solution however. It does
require a special lever and relay pack. Here at ididit, we try to get you the best information
possible, and now we have a way to make choosing the right parts easier. Click here for a list of

the most common steering boxes used on the market, along with their manufacturer and input
shaft sizes to help you find what u-joint or rag joint to use. If your Jeep has a Painless Wiring
Harness installed, we recommend that you use Ignition Relay Pack in order for everything to
work properly. Click on the link to download the instructions for the re-seating kit. Repair of an
Unseated ididit Steering Column. We never want to be negative, but we also want to be truthful
and let you know what our columns won? Luckily, it is a very short list. Do you have a Impala
with the factory tach in the dash? Unfortunately our Impala Retrofit steering column is not
compatible with the factory tach. Our column is fatter that the original and the two just don't
play well together. How about an early Mustang with the Rally Pac gauge cluster? Same
problem, the bigger dimensions of our Retrofit column just won't work with them. One of the
easiest ways to identify an ididit steering column is to find the serial number. This number is so
important, in fact, it can even be considered the column's birth certificate! The 6-digit number
can be found in the upper sleeve on the inner plate, as show in the photo above. It's very helpful
when we're troubleshooting any issues you may have. The serial number tells us when the
column was built, who built it, what type it is, what dealer bought it, whether it's a floor shift or
column shift, and more. Once we know this number we'll be able to give you tech advice and
any information you might need! Want to figure out if you have an ididit column or not? Here are
a few simple features to look for to help you determine if you have an ididit steering column.
The ididit column sleeve will have a round cut hole for the 4-way flasher. All ididit columns have
an ididit foil, mechanically stamped serial number tag located inside the top of the column. For
an in-depth description of our column features and what to look for, watch this video! The slit,
or cut down the side of the ididit race retainer is normal and is not a break or stress fracture in
the piece itself. If the race retainer is removed from the column, it should be replaced with the
sharp side down. The load spring will rest on the backside flat back of the race retainer, and not
on the inside of the retainer. Q: Checking a Relay Pack on an ididit steering column You will
need either a continuity tester or ohm meter and a test light in order to test the relay pack. For
the next test you will need to switch your testing tool to a test light. Using the test light, check
for incoming power from the back of the starter or starter solenoid to the relay pack. This would
be the big RED wire on our relay pack. Now turn the key past off into the run position. Turn the
key to crank and hold. If any of the circuits do not cycle as described, the relay could be bad or
the terminals may not be seated properly. You should be able to hear and feel these relays click.
If nothing is happening the ground has to be bad or the power supply is not there. Q: How to
adapt your steering wheel to an ididit steering column You've got the ididit column, and now
your looking at steering wheels. You know in most cases that you'll need an adaptor to attach
the wheel to the column, but which one do you need? First, to fit an ididit column you'll need
one that is designed to fit a GM passenger car column. Second is the bolt pattern. Aftermarket
wheels come in a variety of styles and finishes as well as bolt patterns. Grant and GT
Performance wheels use either a 3-bolt or 5-bolt pattern depending on the wheel. There are
6-bolt patterns used by Momo, Nardi, Motolita, Cobra and many more. To make this even more
fun, most of them have different bolt spacing! Then there are the 9-bolt pattern wheels from
Billet Specialties, Budnik, Lecarra and others. If you don't know what brand of wheel you have,
we can usually match it up with the bolt count and spacing between the bolts. Call us, e-mail us,
send us pictures Q: Fitting a stock GM steering wheel to an ididit column Here's what you need
to know when fitting your original GM steering wheel to an ididit steering column. Because ididit
Universal and most Retrofit steering columns are GM based most GM passenger car steering
wheels will fit our columns. Any GM passenger car steering wheels will bolt directly onto our
columns. We haven't tried all the different stock GM wheels that are out there and it can be
spotty as to which years fit but here's what we do know; some early 50's GM Chevy Truck
wheels fit great where some from the 60's just won't work at all. Not sure what you have? Email
us a few pictures and we'll be happy to help! The wheels themselves have a variety of bolt hole
patterns with 3, 5, 6 and 9 making up virtually all of them. They are machined out of a solid
"billet" of aluminum and are available in a brushed or polished finish as well as chrome plated
or black powder coated. Here are some of the most frequently asked questions about our
adaptors. What adaptor do I need to get to fit your columns? Most ididit steering columns are
designed to accept an adaptor that fits GM passenger car columns. Keep in mind that we also
offer columns with a Ford top shaft such as our Mustang, Falcon, Ford truck and Bronco
columns. The adaptors used for our Ford style columns are year and model specific. Please
contact us with any questions regarding Ford applications. How much do I tighten the nut that
holds the adaptor on? We recommend using no more than 35 ft. How much of a gap should be
between the back of the adaptor and the top of the column? Can I put my stock wheel on an
ididit column? Most GM passenger car steering wheels will fit most of our columns. Often times
we can adapt pre GM wheels as well, just call us for details. Remember those Ford columns?

Again, they are very year and model specific. If you have a Mustang and want to put a wheel on
it, more than likely you're going to damage to both the wheel and the column. So stick with the
one that? We hope this helps answer a question or two for you. We're always as close as your
phone or computer, so don't hesitate to contact us with questions about any ididit, inc. Q:
Swivel Ball Floor Mount Specs One of the most important aspects of any steering column
installation is making sure that the column is firmly secured. Having a proper floor mount is
essential for column function. The ididit swivel ball floor mount is a great looking and safe way
to secure your column where it goes through the firewall. Here are some helpful dimensions to
ensure a good installation. The O. Q: Female End Plug. Yes it is shorter than the male plug, but
rest assured, it does fit. You are only connecting to the end of the plug that has wires attached
to it and not the whole plug itself. For aesthetic purposes, you can cut off the end of the male
plug that is not used or you can just leave it as it is. Either way you choose, the female end plug
will still attach the steering column wiring harness to your vehicles electrical system. For a
visual watch our video. If you opt into our newsletter the information you provide may be used
by ididit, LLC to create and deliver to you our newsletters, surveys or other communications
containing product information. If you later decide that you would no longer like to receive
these communications, please use the opt out features made available to you. If you have
requested an ididit, LLC catalog, all information is kept completely confidential and is not
shared with any third parties. If you do not wish to receive any mail from ididit, LLC , please
contact us via email at sales ididit. Include your name and mailing address and email address.
You will be removed from any future mailings. If you have elected to provide us with your
contact information, e. These types of communications are necessary to serve you, respond to
your concerns and to provide the high level of customer service that ididit, LLC offers its
customers. We will never provide your personally identifiable information to third parties for
their use in marketing their products or services to you without your consent. We may disclose
any information, including personally identifiable information, we deem necessary, in our sole
discretion, to comply with any applicable law, regulation, legal process or governmental
request. We may also exchange information, including personally identifiable information, with
other companies and organizations for credit fraud protection and risk reduction. If you elect to
participate in any promotions, sweepstakes, surveys, questionnaires or other events during
your visit to our Site, the rules or terms and conditions for those events may indicate that your
personally identifiable information will be shared with third parties. By choosing to participate
and submitting your personally identifiable information with respect to such events, you
consent to disclosure of your personally identifiable information to such third parties. We may
place a "cookie" on your computer's hard drive so we can recognize you as a return user and
personalize your experience. A cookie is a piece of data that enables us to track and target your
preferences. The cookie will be stored on your computer's hard drive until you remove it. You
can have your browser notify you of, or automatically reject, cookies. If you reject our cookies,
you may still use the Site, but you may be limited in the use of some of the features. In addition,
we may use IP addresses to analyze trends, administer the Site, track traffic patterns, and
gather demographic information for aggregate use. We may also use pixel tags to determine
what types of email your browser supports. We may use the information collected through pixel
tags, tracking links and similar technology in combination with your personally identifiable
information. We keep all information confidential. We may use the information you provide in
aggregate non-personally identifiable form for internal business purposes, such as generating
statistics and developing marketing plans. We may collect, store or accumulate certain
non-personally identifiable information concerning your use of the Site, such as information
regarding which of our pages are most popular. We may share or transfer non-personally
identifiable information with or to our affiliates, licensees and partners. This Privacy Policy
applies only to the information collected on this Site. Our Site may contain links to or from other
websites and you should be aware that we are not responsible for the privacy practices of other
websites. We encourage you to read the privacy policies of other websites linked to the Site.
E-mail is not encrypted and is not a secure means to transmit credit card numbers. We will only
display the last 4 digits of your credit card number on your account. If you are a customer at
ididit, LLC , you can change your personal information at any time by contacting us via email at
sales ididit. We welcome your comments and questions about privacy. Please send email to
sales ididit. We are confident that your visit to ididit, LLC is secure and safe. If you choose to
call us directly please call our Sales office at Learn More. Maumee St. Tecumseh, MI Find a
Dealer Dealer Resources. Why does my horn sound all the time? Will an ididit column shift work
with a 2, 3, or 4 speed automatic transmission? I can't get into park or low, what am I doing
wrong? How do I get my column drop over my wires? What should I do for a neutral safety
switch? What adapter do I need to fit an ididit column? Can I powder coat my column with other

colors? How should I prep my column for paint? Should I paint the inside of my column? Do I
need to take apart my column to paint it? Does my column need a ground? What is the Prop 65
Warning Label found on our product packaging? Using Halogen bulbs for you headlights? I
have Halogen Headlights, what relay will I need? Got a polished aluminum column thats lost it's
shine? Try this tip! What Corvette adapter do I need for my reproduction wheel Can I powder
coat my column with other colors? Get your "throttle by wire" cruisin' with ididit! How to find
the serial number on an ididit steering column How To Identify an ididit Steering Column
Replacing a Wire Harness ididit Race Retainer Tip Checking a Relay Pack on an ididit steering
column How to adapt your steering wheel to an ididit steering column Fitting a stock GM
steering wheel to an ididit column Steering Wheel Adaptors Checking an ignition switch on an
ididit steering column How to measure your steering box shaft ididit Wiring Diagram Keep it
Cool! How to and not to! That was shocking! First you must identify which horn system your
vehicle is using. One Wire System This is the standard setup on all of ididit steering columns,
as well as most or newer GM columns. The horn wire will connect from the spade connector in
the center of the horn button to the inside of the white plastic tube horn cam on the top of the
column. You can buy them directly from GM. The horn plunger will fit inside the white plastic
tube horn cam located on top of the column. As the horn is depressed, the metal plunger acts
as a wire to transfer the ground. This horn kit is available from ididit part number: Ford System
Most, but not all original Ford wiring systems will use two wires power in and power out coming
out of the column. If you have a single wire in your Ford column, then you may wire your
column in the same manner as a GM column. GM uses a ground type relay system. You can
NOT mix one type horn system with another type. Doing so will fry the spring inside the column
faster than you can disconnect it. A relay is required in order to convert your Ford system to the
GM system found on your ididit steering column. Relays are available from ididit as well as
most auto part stores part number: CON Q: Why does my horn sound all the time? Somewhere
in the wiring system the black wire is going to the ground. This should be an open circuit
waiting for the ground. The screw that fastens your turn signal lever in place may be loose,
allowing it to touch the bottom side of the horn cam, causing the horn to sound. Make sure this
screw is tight. Q: Will an ididit column shift work with a 2, 3, or 4 speed automatic transmission?
Yes, with the exception of early Powerglides, as they have a reverse pattern transmission. Q: I
can't get into park or low, what am I doing wrong? Q: How do I get my column drop over my
wires? Q: What should I do for a neutral safety switch? To add a neutral safety switch to your
ididit column follow these simple steps: The switch must be attached to the column. We will
need to know where the neutral safety switch will be installed. The switch must be installed
below the wiring slot. Q: What adapter do I need to fit an ididit column? Q: Can I powder coat
my column with other colors? We offer black powder coating as an optional finish. Q: How
should I prep my column for paint? Q: Should I paint the inside of my column? Q: Do I need to
take apart my column to paint it? Q: Does my column need a ground? Q: What is the Prop 65
Warning Label found on our product packaging? Stainless Steel, Aluminum, Steel, and Brass
are all known to contain levels of lead which could cause birth defects or other reproductive
harm. Even though a product may be found to contain a Proposition listed chemical, it does not
mean that the use of the product will cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm.
Nor does it mean that a product is unsafe. Proposition 65 is a "Right to Know" statute; its
purpose is to make sure people are aware, before they purchase, that the product they come
into contact with contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth
defects or other reproductive harm. The statute requires a warning label even if the amount of
the chemical is minuscule. The State of California has listed over chemicals that must be
disclosed under Prop The list, which is updated annually, includes a wide variety of chemicals
that can be found in many consumer products, such as kitchen utensils, footwear and
handbags, exercise equipment, photo and scrap book albums, luggage, and many other
products even foods and beverages. If you are not sure if there is, you can make a jumper wire.
If your switch is not this style they are available at an auto parts store. If none of this is working,
have the two testers ready and stand near your vehicle and give us a call. One of our tech
people will talk you through this and assist you in finding the issue. Please note: ididit's ignition
switch is designed to drop out of the Acc feed during crank. Q: How to get your turn signals to
cancel properly This quick and easy step of synchronizing your ididit Steering Column is often
times overlooked and should be done before placing your steering wheel and adaptor onto your
column for final assembly. Q: Common Turn Signal Wiring Issues Ok, you've run the wires for
your turn signals and connected power to the fuse panel. Q: ididit Horn Kit Update ididit offers
two different horn kits designed to adapt your older, stock GM steering wheels to the ididit
column. Q: Steering Wheel Adaptors for Mustangs As most of you know, if you have an ididit
Mustang Retrofit column with a Ford splined top shaft you can bolt your original Mustang

steering wheel directly to the column as long as the wheel is for the same year application as
the column. If you plan on using an aftermarket wheel you will need to use a steering wheel
adaptor. Grant and Lecarra steering wheels are some of the most popular. Here are the part
numbers for the correct adaptors to use if you have a Grant or Lecarra wheel. The Lecarra
adaptors should work with any 9-bolt pattern steering wheel. Q: Golf Carts with Horn Defining
the type of golf cart you are working on is important when ordering your column. You open the
box, take it out and marvel at the beautiful brushed finish and think to yourself, this looks so
good I am just going to install it as is! What happens to bare steel if it's not painted? It rusts
When we finish assembly of all of the bare steel columns they are rubbed down with rag that is
saturated in WD Even if you're not sure of the color yet, you need to at least get a good primer
down. We have tried various clears Before doing any painting however, you'll need to clean off
that WD and anything else that may have gotten on it. Even the oil from your fingers can ruin a
paint job. Mineral spirits or denatured alcohol works great. So while we understand that the
column does look nice right out of the box, it won't look good down the road unless you paint it.
Q: Are you using LED lights? But if you do decide to go the LED route, one thing to keep in
mind is your flasher can, as it will need to be changed over to a no-load flasher. LED lights use
much less power than the older incandescent bulbs and will throw off the flasher can. It will
either blink really fast or really slow. A no-load flasher will easily fix this. Q: Using Halogen
bulbs for you headlights? If one of your headlights burn out, you should replace both of them at
the same time. Replacing just one, will cause the new one to be brighter than the old one. Big
deal you might say? The oil on your hands and fingertips will cause a hot spot on the glass and
will shorten its lifespan greatly. Q: I have Halogen Headlights, what relay will I need? We sell the
Ron Francis Wire Works kit. It consists of a momentary switch that is in the end of either the
turn or tilt lever whatever you prefer and a relay box. The installation and operation is very
simple with one possible exception This special relay is used in conjunction with the standard
dimmer relay to help handle the additional amperage required to work with the halogen head
lights. We stock these kits and will be happy to help you in determining which kit will work for
you. Q: Got a polished aluminum column thats lost it's shine? Polished Aluminum steering
columns over time can start to lose their shine. Q: What Corvette adapter do I need for my
reproduction wheel Some Corvette reproduction wheels are made using a late style Corvette
bolt pattern. Here at ididit, we offer two different adaptors for the Corvette. Please note however
that the bolt patterns between the two are very similar to one another, but only one works with a
reproduction wheel. We have one adaptor that fits the early Vette , and the other adaptor we
offer will fit and 68 Corvettes. The and 68 Corvette adaptor is the one that you will need to fit a
reproduction wheel. The early Vette version will simply not work. Listed below is an example of
the pattern wheel and the adaptors. Q: Get your "throttle by wire" cruisin' with ididit! Rostra Hot
Rod cruise control kits for your "throttle by wire" LS engines are now available directly from
ididit! When you're set to order your new ididit column say you have a throttle by wire and we'll
install the cruise lever and run the wiring when we build your column. It's as simple as that!
Already have your ididit column? This new "throttle by wire" kit comes complete with
everything you'll need to install including instructions so you'll be cruisin' in no time! Q: What
we don't fit Q: How to find the serial number on an ididit steering column One of the easiest
ways to identify an ididit steering column is to find the serial number. Q: ididit Race Retainer Tip
The slit, or cut down the side of the ididit race retainer is normal and is not a break or stress
fracture in the piece itself. Q: Steering Wheel Adaptors Nearly every aftermarket steering wheel
out there requires a separate hub adaptor to mount the wheel to the column. Here are some of
the most frequently asked questions about our adaptors 1. Q: Checking an ignition switch on an
ididit steering column You will need either a continuity tester or ohm meter and a test light in
order to test the ignition switch. Unplug the 4 terminal connector on the column. Off: turn
forward clockwise 1 position from ACC. NO wires should have continuity. Run: turn forward
clockwise 1 more position. If all was good, plug the column back into relay pack. The column
switch is good! Next, you will count the number of splines. Sounds easy but often times there
will be a flat spot machined on one side. Now what? Count the splines and then multiply x2.
Typical spline counts are 26, 30, or Connectors do not interchange and must be used in pairs. If
you need to change this connector for any reason the following schematic will be helpful. Q:
Keep it Cool! Ideally you should be at least 6 to 7 inches away from headers or heat sources,
but we know that may be impossible in some instances. Also note that you should never use
heat wrap on the column. Heat wrap should be used on the headers only. Another option is to
fabricate a heat shield to go between the column and headers. Q: How to and not to! We're
talking about a bare steel column here. Not chrome, not black powder coated, not aluminum.
Could you? Sure, if you're talented enough but you're going to ruin the finish so let's not go
there. We have taken many calls over the years about this and here are a few tips to help you.

The 1 most important thing to know is to never, never, never ground to the center shaft of the
column. Those of you that are experienced welders no doubt do not need to be told this but, we
have repaired many columns over the years with melted pivot balls and wiring harnesses from
people doing just that. There is a bushing down there that is made out of delrin and it will melt!
We have replaced many of those as well from people doing this. It then arcs up and around
where it exits the tube at o'clock. So, do your best to avoid the underside of the top of the tube
as well as the wire slot area. We suggest a series of spot welds. Hit it, let it cool and repeat. You
can work your way around the tube and achieve a good solid weld. Another way to prevent
excess heat is to use a wet rag. It will keep the heat localized to the area you? Get it done with
none of the above issues to worry about and send it back to us to be assembled. This is perfect
if you're looking at having a chrome or black column. We'll ship you a completed column with
brackets attached. We offer two versions of our Mustang Ford style steering column. Our
standard version is used for a traditional setup a stock box and our rack version is design to be
used with a rack and pinion system. For those of you that are thinking about using a Borgeson
power assisted box, we recommend using our rack steering column due to it being a bit shorter.
With the Mustang, use of the standard column with the Borgeson box will move the steering
wheel nearly 2" closer to the driver. Additionally, please note that we DO NOT have a column
that with will work with a Mustang using the Borgeson box due to the length of the column on
the '69 Mustang and the location of the steering box. The added length of the Borgeson steering
box makes it a bad fit. Q: Rusty U-Joints? Have you ever had a shiny, brand new U-joint rust on
you? That's because it's not made from real stainless steel. As the name implies, stainless steel
will not tarnish. When you purchase U-Joints and wanna keep the rust off, make sure it's
stainless steel. Q: OUCH! As the days keep getting warmer and warmer finally we thought we
would bring up a topic that we tend to get more calls about in the summer months. Why did I get
a shock from my? It feels like being hit by a lightning bolt! So when we answer these frantic
calls we know what the 1 issue is the column is not grounded well OR the column is grounded
well but something else is not. As a rule, all cars with gas or diesel engines should have a
ground wire from the battery to the frame, the frame to the engine and the engine to firewall.
Thus all systems have ground available. To keep those jolts at bay, ALL electrical components
need to have a ground. And trust me if there are none, it will find one. If there is no ground wire
in place from the body to the frame, the steering column can become one. By design, the
column attaches to the body and then by way of the steering box or rack, it attaches to the
frame. A U-Joint or a Coupler makes this ground work but a rag joint does not. A way to test for
a proper ground is to use a continuity tester and test from the center shaft of the steering
column to the frame. If you have continuity everything is good and you'll be safe from shock.
But if you do not have continuity, you need to add a ground somehow. We normally get ground
during column installation. It seems inevitable that the column gets scratched where the
mounts hold it in place and this is normally enough. Another option you can choose is to drill
and install a short screw and wire below the wire outlet on the column. Then run that wire to a
known ground source. What else needs a ground? An optional turn signal lever with button, or
tilt lever with button will also need a ground due to the electrical components needed to run
your dimmer or wiper kit as well as some horn buttons. The most common steering column
piece that gets overlooked is the horn button. Especially the billet horn buttons that use a
rubber O- ring to hold it in place. For obvious reasons, this O- ring prevents ground. The ground
for the button is intermittent at best. To attach a ground, look at the back of the button and
located off center you should find a threaded hole or a male spade connector. Using a piece of
wire inches long, attach one end to the threaded hole or spade connector then attach the other
end of the wire to one of the puller holes with a bolt. Doing this will normally fix the grounding
issue. Why do these shocks get worse when it's hot out you ask? Sweat is water and as we all
know water and electricity don't mix. It's not the volts you have to worry about, it's the AMPS!
But my steering column is well grounded, could it be something else? Yes, it could be. Just
think of this, on a nice hot day the driver's side window is down and your arm maybe resting on
the door. If your door has power windows, and has a bad ground, your arm will act as the
perfect ground. I guess your column did have a good ground! So while getting your car ready to
go to your favorite car show this summer, do yourself and your body a favor and check those
grounds! Installation Instructions Q: What to know when buying a steering column checklist
What to know when buying a steering column checklist. Q: id. Ignition Systems Installation
Instructions id. Privacy Policy Q: Newsletter Sign Up If you opt into our newsletter the
information you provide may be used by ididit, LLC to create and deliver to you our newsletters,
surveys or other communications containing product information. Q: Catalog Mailing List If you
have requested an ididit, LLC catalog, all information is kept completely confidential and is not
shared with any third parties. Q: Communications to Serve You If you have elected to provide

us with your contact information, e. Q: Disclosure of Personally Identifiable Information We will
never provide your personally identifiable information to third parties for their use in marketing
their products or services to you without your consent. Q: Fraud Protection and Compliance
with Law We may disclose any information, including personally identifiable information, we
deem necessary, in our sole discretion, to comply with any applicable law, regulation, legal
process or governmental request. Q: Special Events If you elect to participate in any
promotions, sweepstakes, surveys, questionnaires or other events during your visit to our Site,
the rules or terms and conditions for those events may indicate that your personally identifiable
information will be shared with third parties. Q: Cookies, IP Addresses, Pixel Tags and Tracking
Technology
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We may place a "cookie" on your computer's hard drive so we can recognize you as a return
user and personalize your experience. Q: Use of Aggregate Information We may use the
information you provide in aggregate non-personally identifiable form for internal business
purposes, such as generating statistics and developing marketing plans. Q: Security ididit, LLC
seeks to protect the security of your personal information both online and offline. Q:
Notification of Policy Changes ididit, LLC reserves the right to revise this Privacy Policy in the
future by posting changes at this location and we may make changes at any time without
notification. Q: Updating Personal Information If you are a customer at ididit, LLC , you can
change your personal information at any time by contacting us via email at sales ididit. Q:
Contacting Us We welcome your comments and questions about privacy. Upgrade Your Ignition
Learn More. Upgrade Your Igintion Learn More. Contact Us. Contact Us Tech Center ididit.

